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Abstract: Aerial transportation is probably the most efficient way to supply quick and effective
aid especially in cases of emergency like search and rescue operations. Thus the ability to grasp
and deliver objects is of vital importance in all sorts of unmanned and autonomous aerial
operations. We detail a simple yet novel approach for aerial grasping of ferrous objects using a
passive magnetic pickup and an impulse based drop mechanism. The design enables our gripper
to grasp ferrous objects using single as well as multiple gripping pads, with visual as well as
pickup and drop feedback. We describe the various components of the gripper with emphasis on
its low mass and high lift capability, since weight is a matter of high consideration in all aerial
applications. In addition, we investigate and address the issues that may cause our design to fail.
We demonstrate by experiments that the proposed design is robust and effective, based on its
high payload capability, its sturdiness against possible slide during aggressive aerial maneuvers,
and optimum performance of the drop mechanism for the designed range of payloads. We also
show that the gripper is able to pick up and drop a single as well as multiple ferrous objects of
different shapes, curvature, and inclination, which also involves picking up an object and then
grasping the next, while keeping hold of the previous one.

Keywords: Flying robots, autonomous systems, robotics technology, aerial grasping, passive
gripper, magnetic, smart design.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aerial mode of conveyance undoubtedly holds the elite
position in all sorts of autonomous transport. It is quite
effective and the most reliable way to reach the other-
wise inaccessible locations. Recent years have seen great
enhancements in design, autonomy, and path planning of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and robots (Almurib
et al. (2011)), (Lin and Goodrich (2009)). This enormous
advance in the field of aerial robotics has urged roboti-
cists to design and build robots that are capable of aerial
manipulation and tasks including aerial grasping (Kessens
et al. (2016)), (Pounds et al. (2011)), (Jimenez-Cano et al.
(2013)), (Mellinger et al. (2013)), collaborative construc-
tion using flying robots (Augugliaro et al. (2014)), and
aerial perching on unstructured surfaces (Thomas et al.
(2015)).

Working along the same lines, we develop a magnetic
pickup and drop mechanism by utilizing the high lift
to weight capability of permanent magnets. Though the
ability of grippers to grab a variety of objects (Kessens
et al. (2016)) remains an interesting topic of research in
aerial grasping, for nearly all practical applications, the
need to grasp ferrous objects in particular still holds its
important place. Most of the existing grasping techniques
put high constraints on the maximum payload as well as
the maneuvers a robot is allowed to perform. Our proposed
design on the other hand, is based on maximizing the
payload capability while keeping the constraints on the
aerial maneuvers of the robot, to a minimum. We present a

simple passive magnetic gripper with spontaneous gripping
capability. The gripper possesses the ability to pick up
multiple ferrous objects while keeping track of the object
count using feedback. In order to drop the objects, we
utilize the concept of impulse of a force. The concept is
implemented on hardware and validated via experiments,
which supports the argument that the concept can be prac-
tically used for important social applications as well such
as medical aid and package delivery (Agha-mohammadi
et al. (2014)).

In general, some interesting grasping methodologies such
as self-sealing suction (Kessens et al. (2016)) and pinch-
hole claw (Augugliaro et al. (2014)), (Mellinger et al.
(2013)) mechanism, have been proposed. These seem to
perform well for small objects but in case of heavier objects
and especially metallic surfaces with curvature, things can
go complicated since the slippery surface may cause the
suction to fail. Similarly, the pinch-hole claw mechanisms
cannot be used for heavy metal objects or the objects
without a planar or a smooth surface.

Our specific emphasis on grasping ferrous objects is not
just for the ease of implementation but because of the
significant practical importance of ferrous enclosures and
containers that have been in use for a long time, for aerial
transportation of almost all kinds of objects that are of
any practical interest. From international robotics com-
petitions (MBZIRC (2017)), to the disaster management
robotics challenges (DARPA (2015)), it is desired from
the robots to be able to grasp and deliver objects of



different forms and textures (Pounds et al. (2011)). The
primary motivation for designing a grasping mechanism is
the human hand itself. Many bio-inspired robotic grippers
(Xie et al. (2015)), (Jimenez-Cano et al. (2013)) are based
on the concepts acquired from the human hand. However,
because of its high number of degrees of freedom and rigid
nature of joints, its control and motion planning is quite
complex. In addition, people have also looked into soft
and flexible compliant designs (Galloway et al. (2013)),
(Giannaccini et al. (2014)), which utilize opposing forces
of contact for their grasping action. But for heavier and
irregular payloads, this scheme is not very convincing since
a strong attractive force is required in order to pick such
objects.

Hence, we put our focus on the permanent magnetic pick
up and an impulse based drop. The sections that follow
are arranged as following. Section 2 details the working
principle of the gripper and the components and various
parts of the design. We also briefly describe the quadro-
tor and its flight control system. In section 3, different
experiments and their results are provided, highlighting
the strengths and the weaknesses of the design, based
on its payload limits and maximum sustainable slide. We
also demonstrate the aerial grasping capabilities of the
design with a variety of test objects and finally finish with
providing a conclusion in section 4.

2. PRINCIPLE AND MATERIALS

2.1 Working Principle

The novelty of our design lies in its simplicity yet high
efficiency. Picking objects up is straightforward; if a fer-
rous object is in close vicinity to a permanent magnet,
there exists a force of attraction between the object and
the magnet. Mathematically the force of attraction of a
magnet at its air gap (the space around the poles of a
magnet) is given by Maxwell equation:

F =
B2A

2µo

(1)

where F is the force (N), A is the surface area of the pole
of the magnet (m2), B is the magnetic flux density (T) and
µo is the permeability of air.

Thus if a magnet acts vertically, the mass m it can lift
successfully in (kg) is given as:

m =
B2A

2µog
(2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2).

As far as our gripper is concerned, no external activation
is required so, the grasping action is instantaneous.

The dropping mechanism however is of more interest. It
is based on the concept of impulse of a force. In fact, it is
the result of a direct implication of Newton’s second law
of motion:

Favg = maavg = m
δv

δt
(3)

where Favg is the average force acting on the object (N),
m is the mass of the object (kg), aavg is the average

Fig. 1. Passive gripper design for ferrous objects; various
parts are labeled numerically. (1) gripper mount, (2)
flexible rubber connector based on compliance, (3)
servo plate, (4) camera mount, (5) camera, (6) magnet
enclosure pad, (7) digital infrared sensor, (8) magnets,
(9) drop plate, (10) main frame, (11) servo, and (12)
servo shaft.

acceleration (m/s2), δv is the change in its velocity (m/s)
and δt is the time of action of the force (s).

Impulse of a force J (Ns) is defined as the product of the
average force Favg and its time of action δt. It can therefore
be represented as a change in linear momentum of the
object, to which the force is applied. Mathematically:

J = Favgδt = mδv (4)

Hence, for instance, to achieve a desired increase in mo-
mentum of the object, one can either increase the force or
decrease the time of action and vice versa. This concept
is the key in our design for dropping mechanism. Using
an actuator and combining it with the natural pull of
gravitation which is always acting downwards, we utilize a
sudden push to undo the attraction of the magnets that is
gripping the object, and to force throw the object down.
This scheme sounds so simple which is the fact, but it is
surprisingly effective. In practice, as we found out later in
our experiments that we do not even need a very powerful
actuation force, thanks to the weight of the object itself.
Thus, in this scenario, the heavier the object is, the easier
it is to drop it using a smaller force and vice versa.

2.2 Gripper Design

Fig. 1 shows an expanded lateral view of the gripper. Each
of the various parts shown is 3D printed separately using

the Objet30 Prime
TM

. The material used for printing is
VeroClear R© which is a clear plastic. In order to distinguish
different parts, they were later on sprayed with acrylic
paint. Its lower end spans over a circle having a diameter of
about 100 mm. Three magnet enclosure pads are mounted
to the main frame on the lower side. Each of the three
pads is in turn fitted with three permanent magnets.
These are 6.33 mm (1

4
in) cubes of neodymium with

each capable of providing a pull of approximately 10 N
(1 kg). Each cube itself weighs only 1.90 g. Hence, for
aerial applications, where payload is a matter of high



Fig. 2. The gripper assembled and mounted on the quadro-
tor frame for testing; (1) drop plate in normal posi-
tion, (2) drop plate in activated position for dropping.

consideration, these magnets are of vital importance in our
gripper design because of their high pull to weight ratio.
For our design, we intended to develop a gripper capable
of grasping objects ranging from few tens of grams upto
one kilogram. Hence, we used nine of such magnets in a
symmetric triangular arrangement of three each. In theory,
it enables the gripper to support a payload of about 9 kg.
In practice however, it is much less than that for many
practical reasons. First the object to be carried is not
necessarily carried by all the magnets together. Secondly
because of the payload capabilities of the aerial vehicle,
effects of gravity, aerial disturbances and the dynamics of
the aerial vehicle, it is not guaranteed that all magnets
pull the object with the same force. Hence the net pull of
the gripper is not equal to the sum of individual pulls of
all the magnets in general.

The gripping surface is a symmetric triangle with each
individual magnetic grip separated by a distance of 75
mm. This separation makes it capable of grasping multiple
objects as well. The drop plate is designed in a way that
ensures it is in good contact with an object all around the
gripping pads, to push it off when activated. As indicated
in Fig. 1 each of the three inner corners of the drop plate
is equipped with a digital infrared sensor. It is thus able
to provide discrete information about whether the object
has been successfully grasped or dropped. Whereas in
case of multiple objects this feedback information can be
used to keep track of the object count and hence the free
location on the gripper can be decided to pick new objects
accordingly. This attribute is vital for autonomous aerial
grasping in the absence of any human feedback, which is
the ultimate goal of all sorts of aerial transportation. The
drop plate is further connected to the camera hold-servo
connect via three triangular symmetric rods. These are
designed to slide against the inside of the main frame and
can thus move freely up and down as controlled by the
servo. During the pick up operation the servo stays idle
and the drop plate thus stays above the gripping pads,
allowing the objects to be grasped by the magnets. When
required to drop the objects, the servo is activated and it
pushes the drop plate down via its shaft connected to the
camera plate. The action time for this push is less than
a tenth of a second. Hence, the impulse generated by the
servo is sufficient to push the object off the gripper. The
servo is kept in place by a plate at the top which also holds
the main frame. Because of the permanent nature of the

magnets, there is no need to accommodate any angular
misalignment at the local level at individual gripper pads.
A 3D compliance is however employed at the top, using
three layers of 5 mm silicone rubber fused together with a
central plastic rod that limits its pitch and roll deviations.
Basically it serves as a flexible connector between the
gripper and the mount and allows the gripper to swing
up and down by as much as 20 degrees, enabling it to
cope with any angular misalignment at the global level.
The camera plate also has an attached camera centered
inside the drop plate. The design enables the camera view
to stay clear as long as the object is not grabbed.

2.3 Gripper Assembly

Due to several moving parts and embedded electronic
components, appropriate assembly of the gripper is vital
for its optimum performance. Hence, with 3D printing
done and support material removed, first of all, magnets
were glued inside the pads. It was ensured that all the
three magnets are well aligned and leveled at the same
surface. The pads were then glued to the main frame
with an additional support from two 1.5 mm plastic
screws. The sensors were glued to the drop plate at the
corners after testing them individually. The drop plate
was then slid inside the main frame from below. This
was the most important part of the assembly since we
needed this motion to be as smooth as possible to put
no extra strain on the servo. Since 3D printing requires
removal of the support material and cleaning afterwards,
special attention was paid to the cleaning of these two
parts. We also applied some silicone based lubricant in
between, in order to make this movement as frictionless
as possible. The camera was attached to its plate with
four 1.5 mm screws, which was then glued as well as
screwed onto the drop plate. This sub-assembly could thus
freely slide up and down along the main frame. Then we
glued the servo in place and connected its shaft to the
drop plate via the camera-servo connector. Finally the
whole gripper was attached to its mount via a central M3
screw though the rubber central compliance. Two more M3
screws attach the whole gripper assembly to the quadrotor.
Fig. 2 shows the actual gripper assembled and mounted on
the quadrotor frame.

2.4 Quadrotor and Control System

The gripper was mounted on a Q450 V3 quadrotor frame
from HobbyKing R© which along with the landing gear,
the battery and all on-board electronics weighs 1236 g.
After including the gripper, the camera and its mount the
total mass becomes 1582 g. This leaves the quadrotor with
an additional payload capability of about 600 g. Fig. 3
shows the relative contribution of various components in
total mass of the aerial vehicle. The gripper was mounted
at the center of the quadrotor as closely as possible to
keep its dynamics in tact. The camera was connected

to Odroid
TM

via USB while the sensors and the servo
were plugged into Pixhawk autopilot system. Odroid

TM

sends high level algorithmic commands using ROS and
C++/Python based firmware, to Pixhawk which then
directs the quadrotor to perform the desired maneuver
by varying the thrust signals to the four rotors. For its



Fig. 3. Relative breakdown of mass of the aerial vehicle.

Fig. 4. Top side view of the quadrotor assembled with the
gripper and all on-board electronics for testing.

autonomous operation, the system relies on some kind of
localization or coordinate system to determine its position
and velocity in space. It can either be a Global Positioning
System (GPS), differential GPS, or an indoors motion
capture system.

For the sake of initial testing and experiments, we used the
indoor motion capture system for position and velocity
control in the RISC laboratory. Markers were placed on
the quadrotor as well as the objects and the drop zone
to specify their coordinates. This enabled us to grab the
objects from their respective locations and drop them at
the designated drop zone. Fig. 4 shows the quadrotor with
the gripper mounted along with all the on-board electronic
components.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Maximum Payload

Two different experiments were performed in order to
estimate the maximum payload limit for the gripper. First
the gripper was mounted vertically on a tripod stand
and a ferrous plate of known mass was attached to the

Fig. 5. Relationship between gripper state and the applied
force (payload) for the gripper; (1) all three pads,
(2) a single pad only. State ’0’ means the payload
is attached while state ’1’ means it is dropped. The
hysteresis region indicates the variation in various
observations. Blue trace represents the min while red
represents the max.

magnetic grip. We let the plate be gripped by all the three
gripping pads simultaneously. A sensitive spring balance of
known mass was then connected to the plate. The spring
balance was then continuously pulled down by applying an
incremental force. The force was applied downwards at a
right angle to the gripper surface by means of a continuous
rotation high torque servo via an inextensible string. We
were interested in finding the maximum pull that breaks
the contact and makes the plate fall off. This force when
added to the mass of the plate and spring balance itself
gives the maximum payload for the gripper. We repeated
the experiment ten times and found the mean maximum
payload to be 12.5 N (1.3 kg). This is quite impressive
given the gripper itself weighs only 75 g.

In the second experiment, we went through the same
procedure for each of the three individual gripping pads.
The purpose was to investigate the individual payload
capability of a single pad alone, in order to analyze the
performance of the gripper in grasping multiple objects.
Again, we repeated the experiment ten times for each pad
and found out the mean maximum payload to be 4.5 N (0.5
kg). Fig. 5 shows the results for both the experiments.

3.2 Minimum Drop Threshold

We also tested the ability of our gripper to successfully
drop objects based on their weight. We found out that
the dropping mechanism operates perfectly for the objects
ranging from average up to the maximum payload limit
for the gripper. However, we were interested in analyzing
whether there exists a lower limit of allowed payloads as



Fig. 6. Percentage of successful drops in relation to the
payload. The success rate sets a lower limit of about
50 g to the payload range for our current gripper
design.

Fig. 7. Maximum worst case sustainable slide test results
for the gripper; red is for the max payload (500 g)
showing worst case sustainable slide is zero; green is
for the average payload (275 g) indicating a worst case
slide force of 3.6 N while blue represents the worst
case max sustainable slide of 5.9 N for the minimum
load (50 g). The smaller the mass of the object, less
is the effect of Coriolis force and hence higher is the
maximum slide, it can sustain.

well. So, we reduced the payload on the gripper in steps of
10 g from the maximum payload, all the way down to 10
g. The results were quite interesting. The gripper was able
to successfully drop all the objects from 500 g down to 70
g with a success rate of 100%. However, below 50 g, we
faced some significant trouble dropping objects. This was
because the servo and the weight of the object combined
were not enough to overcome the attractive force of the
magnets. The problem however can be easily avoided using
a stronger servo. Fig. 6 shows the relative performance of
the drop mechanism for a given range of payload.

3.3 Maximum Sustainable Slide

Sudden obstacle avoidance or attitude change can be tricky
while the quadrotor is carrying some payload. In such
situations, the object can be thrown away due to the
sliding effect of Coriolis force. Hence, in order to find out
the limits of our design, we performed lateral force tests.
These consisted of measuring the force up to which the
object will remain attached to the gripper without sliding
off, and surprisingly the results were quite encouraging for
such a small grasping mechanism. It is important to note
here that greater the mass of the object, the greater is the

Coriolis (slide) force it will experience when the quadrotor
performs an aggressive roll or pitch. We used the data
about the payload range from previous experiments and
investigated the possible slide for the three test payloads
one by one. Same experimental setup was used as in
the last experiments with the only difference that we
performed the experiments in a position as if the quadrotor
were performing a 90 degrees roll or pitch. We picked the
minimum force at this instant as the threshold value for the
maximum sustainable slide. It is the worst case scenario in
the sense that the weight of the object itself gets aligned
with the Coriolis force which tends to slide it down. Fig. 7
shows the experimental results for the three test loads.
The maximum load (500 g) did not require any additional
force. That is its weight was enough to make it slide down
at the worst case position. It shows that with a payload
of this order one can not perform a flip over using the
quadrotor while expecting the payload to stay intact with
this gripper design.

However, it was observed during the experiments that the
rubber compliance connection at the top of gripper was
not only important for handling the misalignment issues
but was also vital for preventing the payload from sliding.
Because of this flexible mounting to the frame, it never
lets the weight of the object to align with the Coriolis
force which is acting along the direction of slide. Hence,
the actual slide force is always less in our design than it
would have been if the gripper mount was rigid. It thus
provides a safety margin to our gripper design in terms of
payload slide avoidance.

3.4 Aerial Grasping

Finally we tested our gripper to grasp and drop different
ferrous objects. Specifically, we wanted to demonstrate its
ability to grasp a single object using one, two or all three
gripping pads, and multiple objects using two and three
magnetic pads along with the picking up and dropping of
uneven, inclined or curved ferrous objects. All these tests
were performed inside the RISC laboratory arena using
the indoors motion capture system.

Each of the objects was placed in the marked location.
For ease of mobility, the objects were placed at least 30
cm apart from one another. A drop zone was marked at
a corner in the arena. The quadrotor was set to fly at an
altitude of 1 m. When commanded, the quadrotor would
fly to the location of a specific object and descend down
to grab it, and fly back up to 1 m. Then it would either go
pick up another object or fly to the drop zone to drop it.

Fig. 8 shows the snapshots of the quadrotor while grasping
various test objects. Small and light weight objects needed
only one pad. The cubic box required all the three pads
to grab it at its center. We were also able to demonstrate
that it was possible to pick one box first and then grab
another later using another pad. Then we tried with some
heavier and curved objects like an acrylic spray can. First
we grabbed it vertically while it used all the three pads on
the gripper. Later we tried to grab it from the curved side.
Again, the gripper was able to successfully grasp the can
using two of the three pads. Further we also attempted to
grab a second can while the gripper was already carrying
one. The gripper was able to grip and fly up with both



Fig. 8. The quadrotor grasping: (1) metallic box, (2)
scissors, (3) screw driver, (4) scissors and screw driver,
(5) three metallic boxes together; each on one pad, (6)
spray paint can vertically, (7) spray paint can along
the curved edge using two pads, (8) two spray cans
together, and (9) small quadrotor (FPV-180).

the cans attached. Finally we used the gripper to pick up
and drop a small quadrotor (FPV-180) from one place to
another.

For all the test objects used, the dropping was successfully
achieved and the drop mechanism worked fine. Also,
while carrying the objects we occasionally performed some
aggressive maneuvers with the quadrotor involving sudden
change of attitude using manual flight mode. None of the
objects flew off or dropped because of the slide effect
discussed earlier. One observation while grasping multiple
objects was, the objects should be picked in the order of
their increasing heights to avoid any collision with already
picked ones.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we described in detail the gripper design,
its control, its capabilities, and limitations. We performed
various experiments to analyze its performance based on
its maximum payload, maximum sustainable slide, and
minimum drop threshold. Finally we also demonstrated
aerial grasping and transportation of different ferrous
objects with a quadrotor, highlighting its ability to grasp
and drop a single as well as multiple objects of different
size, shape, inclination, and weight.

For future work, we plan to include some additional fea-
tures to our design, like a customized 2D gimble that will
keep the gripper and hence the embedded camera aligned
with the ground. This will enhance the maneuvering ca-
pability of the quadrotor and reduce the effect of Coriolis
(slide) force on the payload. Also we plan to extend this
concept to autonomous aerial grasping using vision based
tracking outdoors in order to detect, center and grasp
colored objects.

5. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

https://youtu.be/RttdW6o1ROE
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